Decorative touches are like jewelry, allowing a space to sparkle.

clean slate

A room without décor is like a sentence without adjectives – seemingly empty and devoid of personality. We use a variety of meaningful accessories to bring the story of you and your space to life. They may seem minor in comparison to main character furniture, but the supporting cast is just as important in establishing an overall vibe.
When it comes to decorating a space, your walls present one of the most enticing opportunities to spice things up. There are a myriad of ways to excite and delight, from hanging art that moves you, to using a mirror, clock or shelf that instills dimension and distinction.
texture mixture

Adding accessories can be a fully sensory experience, so be sure to consider not just how things look but how they feel.
floor it

Incorporate seating or surface space with one of these versatile, purposeful perches.

- **Cream Knitted Round Pouf**
  - 243450
- **Braga Natural Pouf**
  - 109777
- **Gold Metal Face Stool**
  - 275872
- **Hand Crafted Square Bamboo Stool**
  - 251398
- **White & Camel Storage Stool**
  - 263059
- **Grey Weave Stool**
  - 263090
- **Rattan Stool**
  - 255173
- **Rattan Pouf**
  - 263090
Accent layers help pull a room together and provide a sense of balance and cohesion.
Beige Antique Metal Milk Jar

Picture Multicolor Burst Framed Canvas

Large Teak Wood Candle

Black & White Vintage Glass Clock

St Wood & Lattice Tray 2pc Set

Ivory & Khaki Jute & Chenille Square Pouf

Mother Of Pearl Boxes 2pc Set

Argos Textured Accent Cabinet

Ivory & Khaki Jute & Chenille Square Pouf

Conversation Starters

Natural And White Seagrass Basket Set
down to earth

You can maintain your connection to nature both indoors and out with planters that allow you to enliven your surroundings. Using greenery here, there and everywhere will be a breath of fresh air, and vessels like these are the perfect source of inspiration for propagation.
01. 254440 Natural Knit Diamond Accent Pillow
02. 102709 Diamond Stripe Dark Grey Rug 8’X10’